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RDA Plenary Meetings in a Nutshell

- take place every **six months** in different places around the world and virtually;
- exciting and productive events that bring together a **unique community of global data professionals**;
- special **working** events that really help move the community forward in creating **tangible deliverables** that improve data sharing across disciplines, technologies, and countries;
- **open to ALL**.

RDA Guiding Principles:
- Openness
- Consensus
- Inclusive
- Harmonization
- Community-driven
- Non-profit & Technology-neutral
Back to where it all began

Join us in Gothenburg, Sweden & Virtually March 21-23, 2023 to celebrate 10 years of RDA at the 20th RDA Plenary Meeting
Co-hosted by:

- Chalmers University of Technology, Chalmers e-Commons
- University of Gothenburg
- Swedish National Data Service (SND)
March 21st to March 23rd:
Around 50 sessions spread across 3 days, 7 breakouts and Plenary sessions:
• WG: Working Group
• IG: Interest Group
• BoF: Birds of a Feather
• CoP: Community of Practice

March 20th and March 24th:
13 Co-located events from a range of topics

https://www.rd-alliance.org/rdas-20th-plenary-programme
Navigating the RDA P20 Plenary via Pathways

- 13 Plenary Pathways to help you select a session of interest from a thematic / topical perspective.

Find your breakout sessions by theme.
The Plenary Pathways are meant to enhance the plenary experience, to highlight convergences, and to propose divergences you may not have considered. We hope you find them useful.

Please find the Pathways below where 'BO1-BO7' stands for a session's breakout.

RDA P20 session breakouts can also be viewed at the RDA P20 main programme:

- FAIR, CARE, TRUST - Principles
- FAIR, CARE, TRUST - Adoption, Implementation, and Deployment
- Data Infrastructures and Environments - Institutional

BOS: IC: Sensitive Data Interest Group: Sensitive data contexts and disciplines: A look at different approaches

BOS: WG: Data Citation WG: Adoption Meeting of the WG on Dynamic Data Citation

https://www.rd-alliance.org/rdas-20th-plenary-pathways
Practical Information. Visit Sweden

Are you attending the RDA 20th Plenary meeting in-person in Gothenburg? Here are the facts and information about anything from the Swedish weather, currency, places for coffee breaks, and some sightseeing recommendations.

**Time zone:** GMT / UTC +1

**Currency:** Swedish krona or ‘kranor’ for plural, ‘SEK’ (1 USD = 10.45 SEK / 1 Euro = 11.17 SEK)

**Credit cards and cash:** Sweden is widely regarded as the most cashless society on the planet. Most of the country’s bank branches have stopped handling cash; many shops, museums and restaurants only accept contactless payments. Major credit cards (some restrictions may apply to American Express) are widely accepted throughout Sweden.

**Electricity and Voltage:** 230 volts, 50 Hertz

**Current weather in Gothenburg:** Spring may be blooming in most of Europe in March, but it is still distinctly wintry in Southern Sweden. March is known as a chilly month in Gothenburg with the average maximum daytime temperature lies at 6.6°C (43.8°F). Don’t forget to pack a warm jacket, a hat, and a scarf as it might be breezy! More detailed weather information can be found at timeanddate.com or at SMHI - weather in Sweden.

**Sightseeing in Gothenburg**

Gothenburg is not a large city, which makes it easier to explore on foot. Although, some major tourist attractions will still be closed in March, we have listed a selection of sightseeing that you can easily explore in spring! Majority of the destinations are within a walking distance of the RDA’s 20th conference venue.

Every tourist requires a coffee break, and we highly recommend you having one. The Swedish tradition “fika” (meaning to take a break, sit down for a cup of coffee and some baked goods) has become a world-wide sensation. And for good reason. Visit one of many cozy cafes in Gothenburg and see for yourself! We have included some cafe recommendations here https://www.goteborg.com/en/guides/swedish-fika-in-gothenburg/.

---

**Travelling To The RDA’s P20 In Gothenburg? All You Need To Know Is Here**

Lindholmen Conference centre welcomes all 20th Plenary attendees between 20-24 March 2023!

We have collected the information on how to get to Gothenburg city and the RDA’s 20th Plenary conference venue - Lindholmen Conference Centre. Whether you travel by air, boat, bus, or a car around Sweden is easy. Find details on how to get to and from places around Gothenburg below.

**GETTING TO/FROM GOTHENBURG LANDVETTER AIRPORT**

Göteborg Landvetter Airport is located about 25 kilometres east of central Gothenburg. It’s western Sweden’s international airport – and the second largest airport in the country. For more information regarding the airport as well as departures and arrivals, visit the Göteborg Landvetter Airport website.

- By bus
- By taxi or by car
USEFUL LINKS

• RDA Secretariat:
  secretariat@rda-foundation.org

• RDA P20 official webpage for:
  https://www.rd-alliance.org/plenaries/rda-20th-plenary-meeting-gothenburg-hybrid

  o Registration
  o Programme / co-located events
  o Travel advice